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PREFACE

operational
although incomplete, is intended to serve as a prototype for future
and to identify areas
study
To a large extent, any net assessment is the result of review and
of many diverse analyses of a broad subject area. In this
assessment we discuss the serious deficiencies in our traditional analyses
strategic balance. These analyses limit our perspective and cause
distortions in our views
the strategic balance. If current work on
improved methods is successful, future assessments will include more
informed judgments. However, that research is not likely to bear fruit
for at least
more years, and no amount of modeling and gaming
can ever fully substitute for what we hope will continue to be a lack of
operational experience in nuclear warfarec
A more detailed assessment is given in a
volume.

supporting
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KEY JUDGMENTS

in our
have
advantages are projected to
although
may narrow
somewhat in the next 10 years. It is likely, however, that the "'" '"'r"
not see
advantage as being as
as we
assess. MrlrP•'lvf•r
even in our assessments the Soviet
while significant, do not
apvear to be great enough for us to
concerned that we no longer
the capability to deter large--scale nuclear war. Clearly we still do.
uncertainties in all this stH1 would make it unattractive for the
to
escalate to such a level of warfare; they could not expect with high conhowever, about the
fidence to prevail. We are greatly
of strategic nuclear imbalances on the behavior of the two sides
in crises and lesser conflict situations.
1

The United States structured its major alliances during the veriod
of US suveriority in strategic nuclear forces. When our decisions were
made in the early and mid-1960s to settle for parity, the concept of parity was seen by some as a good thing of itself. The fuJJ consequences of
strategic parity for the overall military balance with the Soviets, for our
position throughout the world, and for the cohesion of US alliances over
the longer run have not yet been fully
One consequence is that the range of Soviet actions we can
over
undoubtedly narrowed.
shift in the
15 to 20 years has made the Soviets more willing to try to coerce
to split them
an edging
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deployment
our
attriting a large part of
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new

programs on

How Much Do US Programs Help?

investment Our cnan!iJ'f!~:m
as the increased investments.

nri>Vt<'\UC

already show
signals
American seriousness about '-V''"iJ'"''arena than has
evident for many years.
"'"''"'""r" must
we will follow with the introduction of new
would render the entire
posture much
.,..,.,,.,.... ., of
proposing US
probably increased Soviet conis
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to the
Leveraging Our Lead in Technologu: v'-'*'C'-'ll
in
to introduce qualitatively
large
the capital
systems, which could render
of weaoons in the
arsenal and cause them to react in ways
to them but not to us (for
air
by playing on Soviet
about our '"'"'""ll·'-'"'"
strengthen
prowess. It may
better to allow the technological
in
defensive systems to proceed, rather than try to stop it, in the dubious
shared by the
and
the
in his
strategic defense initiative) that active ue:rencses
Altering the Thrust of US A.rms Control Initiatives: Much more
limited agreements, more readily verified, may be more feasible than
the comprehensive kind that we have been seeking (for example, more
like the atmospheric nuclear test ban rather than SALT or START). In
this case, arms control could partially constrain the Soviet Union, but
no illusion that an agreement is a panacea for the
there would
strategic competition-the illusion that attended SALT I and SALT II.
To be successful we would have to change the public perception of arms
control as the solution to our strategic force problems, to one of arms
control as an adjunct to our strategy for competing with the Soviets
ReassseBBing the Role of Allies: The largest unsolved problem
created by the growth of Soviet nuclear power is a new strategy for the
defense of Europe. We have sought a cheap defense based on the threat
of nuclear
but the growth in Soviet strength has eroded the
for
There are
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I. INTRODUCTION

against fixed targets. Even the
coJ:np,lex simulatiow used to meas
ure the strategic
while in many cases technlexc:eu.~nt, incorporate almost no considerations of
the sequence of actions over time, and few nrv•rt>t'ion
For ""~'"'I~"'';
loss of
communications and intelligence
comidered-although warning,
attack assessment, and communications connec·
tivfty are essential elements of a nuclear war.
example, we have tended to assume adeof
quate US communications in our
although the Sovithe results of nuclear
ets are known to
attacks on c• in
or prevent US force
order to
4

Problems With Traditional US Analyses
1, Among the many wea&Jrle~~~
US strategic nuclear force •uuuv:><:::>,
limitations: the limited scope of scenarios; the
assumptiom used in m~tUl•em.atical ""'·"""><·'""'"•
until
the limited consideration of
ic Soviet approaches to assessment of the
balance~

2. Limited Scenario•. Much effort has heen expended in cowtructlng models of intercontinental
force interactions.
the spectrum of
scenarios has been narrow, with concentration primarily on what was
to he the most
if
least likely, cases
example, "bolt~from-the-blue"
survrise attacks on the homelands). A scenario that is
more likely, and that poses a
set of difficult
problems, would he a crisis or theater war that led to,
or threatened to lead to, strategic nuclear conflict, in
which strategic
could be partially "out of
and in which some had heen diverted from
the strategic nuclear mission or attrited during the
theater war,

-Operations-related factors such as mobility and
decevtfon have not received enough attentionalthough this too is being
example, we tended to ignore the mobility of Soviet
general purpose forces. We imolicitly
oe~;rr(]•Vtrtll the fixed installatiow with destroying
the
although acknowledging that this
would not he the case once they deoloyed to the
field.)

3. The use of strategic nuclear forces in theater
or as a lever for escalation contro~ has been

treated infrequently. Similarly,
has been little
examination and planning for reconstitution of remaining forces followin8 major nuclear strikes.
for
there has been much attention given to
Action Messages for execution of the
h'"''""~~'"'"c Plan
in the event
of survrise
but little to
and control of
rn'""'"'" operations after SlOP execution. After the
signing of the Antiballistic MissfJe

have generally failed to cowider the
to reconstitute forces after a nuclear
on
strike. The imoacts of casualties and
mission
over time have not been
well cor:ts1dered.
5. Mirror lma6ing the Ovvosition. Even
has been
the focus
heen on
limited attention given in our un,.. v .....
that the Soviets would
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Soviet concepts of war, the scenarios
enviand the roles and missions of their forces
have not been
in our
even
we do know some
about them. We
have tended to focus on strategic forces in isolation and ignored combined-arms
as·
not consid·
sumed symmetric force
ered strategic consequences of theater nuclear
to fully consider the asymmetry of
and
the prospects for
Soviet reconstitution.

Structure of This Assessment
6. Because we lacked the
to
the
outcomes of crises and nuclear military campaigns in a
~v''""''"""""'"'l''e manner, past assessments focused on
trends and asymmetries in key static indexes of
postures. In this assessment we address implications of
these trends and asymmetries for possible conflict
outcomes-whether they are likely to be favorable,
richer
or constant. This approach
insights into the balance than can be obtained from
static force comparisons;

7. This net assessment directly addresses (albeit
incompletely) for the first time questions that are
central to the effectiveness of US de:ter:rence--Soviel
assessments of the strategic baJance, and relative cavabilities of the two sides to deal with the eventualities of
failed deterrence. It compares the potential operation·
al
of the US and Soviet postures, examSoviets regard aS clanif·IPzunf
avnlr...~ a range of conflict situations.

II. MAJOR FINDINGS
10. This net assessment differs from traditional US
of the strategic force balance by considering
specifically the Soviet assessment, by comparing the
potential operational capabilities of US and Soviet
examining the
weapons and force postures, and
influence
the balance of a range of conflict situaof comparative trends
tions. The extensive
for each of these sul)jec:t!
and asymmetries
summarized in the annex and is detailed in a
In this cm•nn~r
!HUiUll!kl!, which
,.., .. ,t~c•

6
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12. Most imoortant are the basic differences between Soviet and US strategic thought. Soviet 'u'u"·'"•
has been more
Clausewit:zian. It is dear
that Soviet leaders
want to avoid a umile-lsca.te
nuclear war because of concern for its destructiveness
and because of their special concerns about the ooten·
t!al in such a situation for losing control over their
people and client states. But the Soviet view recognizes
that such a war might nevertheless happen, perhaos
themselves.
the interests of the
Wars, it is felt, usuaHy do not
according to
peacetime plans, and there is always the danger of
uncontrollable escalation from a crisis or theater con-

~~•"""'""''Y important vis-a-vis
in
historical
of NATO on the
guarantee and the threat nuclear escalation.

13, On the one hand. this concern has made Soviet
leaders especially wary of direct involvement in re·
gional conflicts, especially if in opDQSition to the
United States. (This wariness may be less evident in
the future. See chapter III, page 21.) At the same time,
it has led them to invest heavily in capabilities intend·
ed to provide the USSR with a comparative advantage
were the contingency actually to occur. This approach
emphatically extends to massive nuclear war
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trends in the static measures of the
to the
forces have
United States for the past oe1~aoe. u1<.:tu1uu•x
which the United States
at least since the
likelihood of nuclear war

as

su1ticie111UY

on
did occur,

Adverse Trends for the United States in Most
Areas
These
differences between US and
Soviet strategic
are
in the asymmetric force rrostures of the two
Because the Soviets
nuclear war as a continuing LXJ!ilfiuunv.
have
mutual
permanent basis
seek superior
to
and win a
nuclear war with the United States and have been
to
their chances of prevailing in such
a conflict. Until
In US major
structure
and
considerations the United States has measured
in terms of the
of US
strategic
to survive an initial Soviet strike with
capable of
extensive
enough weapons to
on Soviet society in retaliation. 1 A major
factor influencing US strategic
limitation on
the United States has COl1tOOiltra,ted

lv more than our own,
trends in

20. The Soviet Union has been improving its active
defenses, increasing the number of
that the
States would target, and improving the hardness of several target classes. There are a large number
of movable elements associated with Soviet strategic
forces and forces for conventional rrower projection
that
not be In fixed
at
time of any
US
attack. We have devel-

8
1'0, SI!CII! I

101' !l!!t:RET ..

to a

are also
""'"1''"t1na a maJor modernization of their air delnc~!Ulltnl the
an airborne warn·
aircraft and new

penetrator&
22. We have taken some steps to improve
of our offensive
ICBM silos when Minuteman III was
lncreasinsr the operating area for nucJeas
submarines
sutlrmalrtn&-!llUtliCh•ed ballistic missiles

25. New US active air and haJlistic missile defense
Initiatives
not match the Soviet
of effort
We have some
on the
advanced concepts for ABMs, and systems
in smaJJ
and
tecJanc•lOI:Y superior to the best Soviet tecJ~no,logy.
the United
as the result of a conscious
is
deficient in numbers of
systems and lags the
USSR in the
and pace of active defense R&D
programs. The new Soviet bombers and a variety of
cruise missiles wUl present a growing challenge to the
thin US air defense
even as it is modernized
with new radars and intlerc•eot•ors.i
·~~~··-

2ft Future trends depend on current US efforts to
the Dace of Soviet
categories of strategic
frameworks that may be
arms
control agreements
alter the existing force
structures, the relative trends In static force measures
overall will remain
and
Into at
the
even if the current US
strategic offensive modernization program Is
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bombers. This is a worry
the
so
on their silo-based ICBM force
for carrying out strategic missions.
are
considerable effort to field mobile

proc·

some positive effects, This is
result of new US programs and more
resources,
in recent years. But most of all it
comes from a new
US leaders of the
Soviet strategic threat and from an
In US strategy, These
an
alteration in targeting
on
counterforce
more
attack on Soviet command and control \InlclUl::llng
military and civilian leadership), and an increased
emphasis on enduring capabilities for US forces and
command and control
the initial strikes.
29. These efforts
with a considerable
a
US strategy based on a more accurate appreciation of
Soviet military thinking and concerns, In
there
is some convergence of Soviet and US views as to what
is important and which dimensions of strategic power
need attention. However, the long period of great
asymmetry in the obJectives of the two sides and other
restraints on US strategic force imorovements have left
a legacy of an inferior US nuclear DQSture, inadequate
to carry out our present strategy, and it will take a long
time to redress US deficiencies;

of
In
clear war could lead to radical
strategic posture before the end oE the century,
and
the strategic balance
The President's initiative on defense
to affect
against Soviet ICBMs is not
riP•nlnvwu•nt~ in the 1980!1, although some concepts being proposed might be made operational
by the early 1990s, il given high priority. But the
Soviets are conscious of the lmoressive US techni·
cal achievements of the oast, and they must be
very concerned for the balance in the 1990s, if
we mobilize our formidable technological skills
to develop systems such as directed-energy weapons. Recent Soviet overtures to halt antisatellite
(ASA T) systems development and testing are
indicative of these concerns.
~

30. We believe that the following DOSitive developments are of special significance to any consideration
of the strategic balance over the next decade:
-We are sponding large sums for C81 and NCA
survivabillty, which should soon enhance US
command and control survivability for an initial
and
to
endurance
J)a!lt an initial
nuclear strike. These
substantial Improvements will increase Soviet
uncertainties about their
to
US
should make preemotive
less attractive, thus str•~ns:thtmh1g
These
nrr•f'tnnlv stiU

TO' S&C::IEI _

Despite two decades of massive Soviet investment in homeland air
US bomber
forces are judged still able to oenetrate Soviet
defenses using low-altitude tactics, defense suppression, and defense avoidance; likewise a coordinated US ballistic missile attack could still
saturate the treaty-limited Moscow ABM
system. In this sense, the
Soviet effort to
deploy
defenses can be
judged a net gain so far for the United States. To
the extent that Soviet investment of the 1970s
can be
in the 1980s into a "uanL«<Jtve

II
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strategic antisubmarine warfare
caml)aign, US i\SW Drograms, part of a Navy effort
to combat Soviet submarines in
have
rTrrwit1ed the added benefit of threatening Soviet
strategic submarines in
Ctisis

fhe US technical
lead is narrowin~t but US investments and superior operational
continue to give us a
sis:nilfic<mt "'""'"""''4"' at sea. Recent statements
!eaaeJrsnJtp about US ASW programs
on Soviet sensitivities and increase
their uncertainties about the security of their
SSBN
again deterrence should be .rr.~naern.
ened.
the US SSBN force today is extremely survivable at sea. No protective forces of
conseQuence are
to provide protection
for our SSBNs, which
on stealth to avoid
Soviet ASW sensors.'

If Deterrence
Do?

How Well Do US Forces

32. When we speak crisis, we mean a situation as
severe as the 1962 Cuban missile crisis. We want the
Soviets to avoid such a confrontation and to back down
one occurs. But the circumstances are different now
from those in 1962. The Soviets are more likely to
rn,am•nQ"' us directly in areas favorable to
and
their belief as to whether
will need to back down
may be
given the change in the overall
balance of wwer. This shift in the strategic balance
creates an even greater requirement for the United
States to be able to achieve timely local conventional
superiority at the focal volnt of any crisis.
Even II we achieve this, there will remain the problem
of nuclear escalation. US strategic forces will continue
to provide indirect supwrt in crises; their utility wiiJ
be measured primarily in terms of their potential
should crisis escalate to war, and
in terms of
the perceDtions the Soviets would have of that paten·
tlal.
33. We want our strategic force posture, in a crisis,
to be able to keeD up with
occurring in the
Soviet force posture, and to be able to sustain higher
levels of readiness and survivability at least as well as
the Soviets. This serves the two obJectives of contributing to the deterrence of Soviet escalation and
po.!ttul:ea better for nuclear conflict should it occur.
proximate measures

l
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34. Our major finding.s are:
-Generated alert greatly increases the expected
numbers of survivable US strategic nuclear
weapons because of the increase in bomber and
SSBN readlness and dispersal. There would also
be an increase in the survivability of general
purpose forces if they dispersed. Thus there are
incentives for the Soviets to try to strike the
United States when our forces are t day-to-day
alert, and there are incentives for the United
States to generate forces in a crisis. We do not
plan or posture for preemotive strike, but the
Soviets may not believe this is the case and may
be concerned for their vulnerabilities in a day-today postureo

- All online US forces, exceot for some SSBNs in
transit, could be at full alert within 42 hours;
most woulcl be dispersed within 24 hours..·__-_

with respect to strategic defenses. Each side appears
likely to detect changes in the other's alert status in
timely fashion and is capable of resoonding approtJriately. Two current asymmetries are notable. First,
there ls no US counteroart to the Soviet civil defense
program, elements of which might be used (perhaps
for signaling purposes) during a crisis. Second, there is
no Soviet capability for global oower projection comparable to that of the United States. Depending on the
circumstances, these asymmetries may provide either
side with a comoarative advantage during a crisis.
There is an uncertainty, however, in the effects of
crisis fatigue on both personnel and systems, and
whether these effects would degrade Soviet and American strategic nuclear postures differently. These factors could be a greater problem than the actual forces
th~m5.f:Jiyes, :. --· . _

Conventional Phase of a Global War
36. During conventional conflict, strategic forces
and their ootential for subsequent nuclear operations
could be affected in several ways:

- Some strategic forces (orimarily bombers and
tanker aircraft) could be diverted to support the
conventional war effort.
- Strategic forces and
nonnuclear attacks.

- US strategic offensive forces would be able to
sustain extremely high alert levels for a month or
two, and levels higher than normal peaeetime
alert over a much longer period. Soviet forees
have imilar capabilities. : ....

35. Both the US and Soviet postures seem adequate
to the stress of a serious crisis. Both sides maintain a
sizable force on daily alert, and this force can be
increased sub tantially nd q uickly under generated
alert, which can be sustained for at least several weeks.
Overall, a move from normal to generated alert profits
the United States relatively more with respect to
offensive forces, because of our heavy dependence on
bombers and SSBN5, and the Sovieu relatively more

TS 8333.55

c•I

might be subjected to

-Strategic forces would have to be sustainable at
higher levels of alert than in peacetime, as was
discussed in the crisis section. ;
37. Our strategic force posture obiectives include
those already cited for crisis situations, and, in addition, we want to suffer little degradation In strategic
force caoability as a result of losses or force diversions
during conventional conflict. Measures of effectiveness
we considered include: the ability of each side to use
strategic forces in conventional wars, the effects of
such use on l)Otential for strategic nuclear missions, the
survivability of strategic forces and supporting
if attack:ed by nonnuclear means, the ability to
strategic forces with nonnuclear means, and the
to sustain a nudear alert posture during conv<:>JIJu•uwu
war.,

12
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38. Our major findings are:

At the

Both sides would use strategic bombers in
ven!ional campaigns, and we would use many
tankers as well. Bombers
by both
would be
to attrition, Soviet bombers
perhaps more than US bombers. However, the
of the US bomber force to carry out
strategic nuclear missions could be nP·Ilr~••u•n
the diversion of US aerial tankers to support
conventional air operations.
There would be incentives on both sides to
attempt to degrade the strategic nuclear posture
the opponent with conventional forces. There
no clear
for either the United States
or the USSR independent of very sensitive scenario assumptions.
--The USSR appears better
than the
United States for a campaign of attrition against
theater nuclear forces in the conventional phase
of a war:
The Soviets would also Drobably try to destroy
and interfere with some US strategic
partieforward-based and space-based installations that support theater operations.
Paramilitary attacks and sabotage are a concern
for both sides, but perhaos more of a threat to the
United States because of our open society,
The United States has an important potential
advantage because of its capability to mount an
ASW campaign that could
shift
balance of strategic nuclear forces
attrition to
the Soviet SSBN force In the conventional
of a war

time, this greater
price of reduced strategic

systems
conventional conflict Current improvement programs in
these areas should
ameliorate the
lem of diversion
the end of the decade.
,fO, Conventional war could
the strategic
forces of both sides. Whether such attrition would be
of a 1H"l15UHU,Ue
Therefore our
oo:ssliJie changes in the balance is mixed.
The United States is probably in a stronger position
with respect to survivability of submarine
owing to our across-the-board advantage in submarine
operations. We are, however, more vulnerable to the
loss of critical space support systems, and we have
greater vulnerability to unconventional disruption and
sabotage,
~~~~-~~~-~~~~~~~-~·~--~

Theater Nuclear War and limited Nuclear War

4L Our concern here is with the capabilities of
each side to undertake nuclear warfare at levels less
than large-scale strikes on homelands, In such circumstances, strategic weapons might be used to support
general purl)Ose forces, deny military advances to the
adversary, and coerce third countries. And strategic
nuclear forces located ouside any sanctuaries would
have to survive nuclear attacks as well as conventional
war attacks. We are also concerned in this section with
escalation to "limited" attacks on selected homeland
targets.

42. The term

fOP SfCIU!T

been used to
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exceot
in bomber forces. The
of strategic forces for area barrage against
but one for which
C 5 l We can estimate
cal uau"''"'"' to forces in the field~

mstallations.
43~

The US view has been that theater nuclear
strikes could be limited in size
strate resolve or fulfill a
,~,r.,_t,v .. that could not be
with available conventional forces. Limited nuclear strikes could
continue for some time at about the same level of
intensity and scope, or
result in a rat>id escalation orocess culminating in large-scale strikes. Theater
nuclear strikes might also be
scale but limited to
areas other than superDOwer
third
cmu!l,~ ,.,x or limited

~~---~~--~-~-~

Of course. any US decision to launch a limited
theater nuclear strike would be
the
that a similar or
Soviet oreemotive
or resoonsive strike, including an intercontinental
might offset any transitory
to
be gained by the US attack. The 400 SLBM RVs
committed to SACEUR are already planned for
theater use~ Additional long-range
forces
might be
if our forward-based nuclear
assets were attrited. In contrast to US dependen·
cy on some strategic nuclear forces for theater
nuclear warfare, the Soviets are becoming less
dependent They are closer to most potential
theaters of conflict, which permits their use of a
wide variety of intermediate-range nuclear
system~

44. Our major findings are:

The Soviets could strike US at-sea reinforcement
and resuoply shipping with nuclear ballistic or
cruise missiles. In contrast, it would be more
difficult for the United States to interdict Soviet
resuoply lines through Eastern Europe.

- Both sides appear to be able to conduct selective
strikes against OPDOnent's homeland-based forces
and infrastructure. The material destructive effects that they would achieve might be quite
high; however, the functional effects in many
could
cases could be quite modest or the
have
effect. Both
warning systems were to be
have the
discriminate small-scale attacks and
the

-We are uncertain as to what, if any, net alter·
ation in the strategic balance
result from
escalation to use of nuclear weapons against
strategic nuclear assets in areas
oower homelands. US SSNs

J
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ueLXfHUJ,ulS on the circumstances of nn•'nrm"
each side could find itself without the caj;ac•m<
rP<:nflnd in kind to limited use of nuclear weapons
its
and therefore have to choose whether to
back down or escalate, At ~:>resent,
the Soviet
in
nuclear
Union enjoys some
strikes agairut goograt>hicaJly l)roximate theater targets
SS-20s.
because of the
number of highly
The United States could
redress this comDetitive
by
matching INF cal)aor
developing
caDabilities, including
using intercontinental
is
systems In theater missions; the former
influenced by NATO's reluctance to accet>t
INF dei>IO>'me·nts.

large-Scale Nuclear Strikes

46. Three generic tYDeS of
strikes are:
-

nuclear

Counterforce strikes, which are directed at op.
IX>Sing nuclear forces.
Countermilitary strikes, which are directed at
Ol)posing nuclear
conventional DOwer proand their command and control
jection
and supporting Infrastructures.

-

Even
attention
been
nuclear strikes on the
effects of
relative abilitie$ of the two sides to project
oower outside of the homelands. Our vast
for
operations after an initial
massive strike stemmed from our commitment to a
strategy of mutual assured destruction and our reluctance to think seriously and in detail about how to
conduct military operations should deterrence fail.
48. For many years we considered the strategic
oosture as essentially adequate if it provided us a high~
confidence ability to withstand a massive Soviet first
strike and retaliate with forces
of
severe damage on the Soviet DOt>ulation and industry.
rnsofar as both the United States and Soviet Union had
little difficulty in developing such a capability against
inherently fixed, soft targets, the requirements of
mutual assured destruction were considered
highlevel DOiicymakers and the Congress) to have been
met, and we Dald relatively little Drogrammatic attention to develot>ing caDabilities to serve DOlitical and
military goals after the initial strikes agairut homelands.
49, Indicators of the strategic balance with respect
to large-scale nuclear warfare include:

Countervalue strikes, which are directed at op.
JXlsing industrial caoacity.

- The extent to which strategic forces and supJXlrting systems can destroy oreDlanned targets.

Pure counterforce or countervalue strikes might not be
practical or easily distinguishable in the actual event;
our classification Is strictly for purposes of .. ,.., yoJ<>.

- The extent to which strategic forces and SUDJXlfting systems can survive a nuclear attack against
them.

47. The literature of strategic nuclear warfare is
rich with discussions of these tYDeS of
US
strategic thinking has been focused on them for several
of strategic warfare to a great
decades. US
effects
extent has been focnsed on the

The extent to which strategic offensive and
defensive forces can limit ya,wg·ev•
Our major

are:

strategic system
scenar<leJDCIIde:nt The two most critical variables

orevent the Soviets

fast as the United States could.

'
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as welL The Soviets,
could not be sure
ae<:apnatmll US
or of discoime:cti:nQ
the command and control of
orevent
US retaliation, esJ:>ec:IaiiY
United States in a generated alert posture after
or weeks of orior conflict;

nuclear
matter what the alert
because of our lack of oassive defenses.
herer,ore we can summarize our assessment of
nuclear strike
of a conflict as
follows:
-Soviet
to limit
is
great·
er, and the United States would suffer heavier
ua1mute than would the Soviet Union in any
nuclear exc~hanstlS.

a clear
for oreem~;r
tion if
believe the conflict is going to
c"":au""• but we do not know what would convince them that a US strike was imminent Even
if we struck
the Soviets
almost cer·
retaliate with a major
although
there could be rome serious
and

-The Soviet Union would in most scenarios retain
a larger number of nuclear weaDOns after any
strikes, but the difference is
series of
not likely to be so
as to be the
dominant factor in the outcome of the conflict

- US forces cannot adequately destroy Soviet nu·
clear forces, leadership, 01, and DOwer proJec·
tion forces. The United States cannot ..n...,.th.n•I\J
target the mobile or movable Soviet forces and
supJ;>Orting systems, ~~~~-~~~~~~~~

liS targeting might be
adequate only to damage, but not destroy, many
specific Soviet military capabilities. Some Soviet
systems, if only moderately damaged, might be
repairable enough so that significant operational
cavabilitY could be restored relativelY auicklY.

inherent capability to
much of their critical war-suvDOrting
lnrlu~hrv is high, although current targeting prior·
ities would
the

DOWer proJection
war·suvt>Ortfng
"'"''•"'v critical energy systems,
to a massive Soviet

J

- The effects of such strikes on the will of either
such
party to continue a global war is
effects may be much more imDOrtant than the
material damage to military DOwer projection
capabilities, which vrobably would be asymmet·
rically less for the Soviets than for us.

.52. Tables 1 and 2 summarize our assessments of
large-scale nuclear warfare capabilities of the two
sides for the years 1983 and 1993, from the perspectives of both a US planner and a Soviet planner. The
tables assume that future Soviet vrograms and capabilities actually eventuate along the lines of current
national intelligence oroiections, and US programs
nrr~eef~d as currently planned.
in our view, have rome clear
advant£tges today, and these anva'"'"""'
to
although the
next 10 years. We
the Soviets would not see their

1
and conflict situations.
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Table I
Large-Scale Sudear Warfare Capabilities•
'"' US Planner's Assessment

I

•
I

I

Perceived
:\dequate

Perceived
AdeQWiie

:><o
:><o
No
:><o
Yes
Yes •

Perhaps
No/perhaps
Yes/ probably
Yes
Yes

Soviets
Soviets
Soviets
Soviets
Soviets
Even

Soviets
Soviets
Soviets
Soviets
Soviets
Even

No
Yes
Yes
No

Probably1ye5
Ye5 <
Perhaps
Probably

Soviets
Even
United States
Soviets

Soviets
Even
Uoited States/ even
Soviets

No
No

No
No/perhaps

Soviets
Soviets

Soviets
Soviets

1983

Ability, with luse initial strike,
substantially to destroy
opponent's:
Nuclear forces
Leadership
C'l
Power proJection to Europe
War industry
Critical enetlfll
Survivability of own nuclear
systems against lar«e-scale
attack

ICBM.

SLBMs
Bomben
01
Ability of own defenses to limit
damap
Active systenu
Passive systenu

• For puf(,)O$eJ of thls table, the assumed alert posture is generated alert fur both sides prior to the stribs.
We bave the inherent capability, but current tara:etinc priorities would limit the actual damap to such taraets and consequently they
mia:ht not be suhstmllally destroyed.
Soviet SLB~u at sea In generated alert are largely survivable against a sudden strategic nuclear attack, as depicted here, but are still vulnerable tn attrition over a period of days or weeks from
ASW.
b

Extended Strategic Nuclt~C~r Operations
54, The use of strategic nuclear weaDQns

one

much greater
in
actions that could lead to

55, US
would be
tenninate

ob~E!Ctlves
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Table 2

Il

Large Scale Nuclear Warfare Capabilities•
A Possible Soviet Planner's Assessment
l983
Perceived
Adequate

J

!

I
I

I

Capabi lities

for US?

1983

Relative Advantage

Perceived
Adeq uate
for USSR?

1983

1993

Even
Sovi ets
Soviets
Soviets
Even
Even

Even
Soviets/ even
SovietsI even
Soviets
Even
Even

Ability, with tar~e initial strike,
substantially to destroy
opponent's:

!

Nuclear forces
Leadership

c•t
Power proJection to Europe
War industry
Cri tical enenw

No
No
No/ oerhaps
No
Yes
Yes-

Yes

Probably
Yes
Yes
Perhaps

Probably
Perhaps•
Perhaps
Perhaps

Soviets
United States
United States
Soviets

Soviets
United States/ even
United States/ even
Even

No
No

No
Perhaps

Soviets
Soviets

Soviets
Soviets

No
Perhaps
No/ perhaps
Yes/ probably
Yes

Survivability of own nuclear
systems al!ainst large-scale
attack

!CBMs
SLBMs
Bombers
C'I
Ability of own defenses to limit
c:Umalfe
Active svstems
Passive systems

• For purposes of this table, the assumed alert posture is generated alert for both sides prior to the strikes.
The Soviets could be worried that the United States has the ability, with its superior ASW forces, to preempt Soviet SSBN forces with a
sudden attack. Soviet submarinfO$ are probably coruidered vulnerable to attrition over a period of days or weeks from US conventional or tacti·
cal nuclear ASW attacks.
b

they currently have substantially more potential
overall capability for reconstitution of strategic
missile for ces~

some loaded, would survive. Endurance oroblems could reduce the numbers of available
forces within a few days to weeks.;
-Communications would have to be reconstituted
for controlling the SSBNs, bombers, and any
surviving ICBMs, using dedicated reserve CO
capabilities, which are fairly minimal, or assets
normally oot dedicated to stratejlic
such
as general purpose military eQuipment or com.. . .
.
.
mercial radios.: . .

- As little as 10 percent of the online US strategic
force, either withheld or having failed to launch,
might be available following the initial largescale strikes. Estimates of surviving and reconstitutable US bombers after execution of the SlOP
range from 50 percent to as low as 10 percentbombers that might be interned in neutral
nations being the major uncertainty. Very few
ICBMs would remain. SBNs, some empty and
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These
with a reduced inventory of available nuclear weapons,
force us
consider
different operations in any
stage following

II
'
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57. The most important recent development is that
US military planners are beginning to think seriously
about protracted, or extended, warfare. This could
lead to innovation over the next decade in tactics and
operational plans for employing our forces. The emer·
gency targeting team of the Strategic Air Command
and the Joint Strategic Target Planning Staff is one
ex:1uuv"' of such actions; work on continuity o£ govern·
ment
also enhance the likelihood that
control and at least some
centralized US
commands would survive uuuu~w
effective c:u•:uuuutu
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Table 3
US Perception of the Ability of Either Side to
Accomplish Its Objectives in the Event of Global Nuclear War
US ObJectives

1983
Can We Achieve?

1993
Will We Be Able To Achieve?

War termination
on relatively
favorable ternu

No

Probably not. If Soviet& can maintAin DOiltical control they would be in more favorable
DOsition after larae strikes. They would retain advantAges in major th~ater war.

holate theaten
from opoonent

No

No. US oollcv In this direction, but no significant mobile targetina capabilities.

Lirnlt dam1111e to
homeland

No

No. US p;wh-e defense program not significant; active defenses still marginal.

1983
Can They Achieve?

1993
Will They Be Able to Achieve?

Prosecute alobal
war to favorable
outcome

Perhaps yes, but not
confident

OependJ heavily on US C'I lmprovemenu. May sense aain from lmoroved passive and
active defense& Much depends on the extent of US offensive improvemenu in hard
tara~ kill and mobile taraetlna capabilities. Depends on uncertain ability to sustain
control dest>ite damage.

l.10late Eurasian
theater of war
from US !)Ower
proJection

Probably

Probably

Limit damaae to
homeland

Not enouah; somewhat. for war-flahtlna caD&billties

Somewhat better than now; still oot acceptable. Improved If active defenses are
deployed and prove effective against new US penetrators.

Soviet ObJectives

strategic defense and thus in 1993 will still remain
hiahJy vulnerable to a Soviet massive nuclear strike.
We wil1 remain incapable of achieving our currently
declared objectives unless survivability of all military
forces, OI, and the civil sector is markedly improved
in the 1980s. The result ls the prospect of perhaps a
narrowing but continuing relative advantage for the
SovietJJnion should nuclear war escalate to this level.

-Their ability to degrade US command, control,
and communications sufficiently to prevent a
large-scale, well-coordinated retaliation.
-Their own ability to maintain continuity of command and control throughout key phases of a
conflict.

IlL CONCLUSIONS AND JUDGMENTS
63. The Soviets would evaluate their own prospects
for achieving their obiectives as being worse than we
credit them in our evaluations. They are highly concerned, and, in our view, apt to be overly pessimistic
abou t:
-

The capabilities of US ASW against their submarines.

- The effects of new US t~r()fJTams on overall US
capabilities.

TS 833355

64. Assessment of the strategic balance is the most
difficult and complex of all the military balances, This
contradicts the view held in most circles for many
yean that this subJect is analytically more tractable
than the admittedly complex operations of combined
arms in theater warfare. The strategic balance cannot
be measured in isolation from theater balances because nuclear forces must be assessed in the context of
conflict situations In which all forces are being used.:------- ·
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Computer simulations of warfare cannot pror;m~I•Ctlcms of actual outcomes for any
all assessments of
on experience and JU<lgiJrlern.
warfare we have relevant historical
ln
we have
men
experience
who have experience in warfare similar to the kind
the
whose outcome we try to assess in
m''"''rv balance. No one
ever ""'"""riiPn,ced
ru""'"'''"r and thus strategic balance
assessments are
more difficult.

J

66. We
never to have that experience. The
fundamental purpose of our strategic forces Is the
influence
exert on Soviet assessments and through
them on Soviet behavior.
are also important for
the role they play in support of our allies and In the
cohesion of our alliances, a matter which we only
touch on in this assessment because we have not
directly examined the perspectives of our allies.
How Adequafe Is the Balance?

67. Is the balance adequate to deter a direct nuclear
attack on the United States or a major attack on
Europe? Probably yes. SovM assessments of the out~
come of a large-scale conflict that is likely to include
direct attacks on the United States and its maJor allies,
and attacks on the Soviet Ur;ion, are probably sufficiently unfavorable or risky to deter them. But we
should ask a different Question: has the shift in the
strat~c balance that has taken place over the last 15
to 20 years made the Soviets more hopeful, more
willing to try to coerce the Europeans, and to try to
split them from the United States? The answer in this
case is yes. The shift ln the balance-not only fhe
strategic
but the
in overall Soviet
unmatched by the West-not
increased Incentive to pursue such
a
vower from
active measures, and cultivation
This

When the decisions were made in the early and midl960l! to settle for parity, oarity itself was seen
ln itself. The full conseQuences of
some as a
strategic parity for the overall
balance with
the
for our position
the world, and
for the cohesion of our alliances over the
run
have not yet been
realized.
the range of
narin areas of the
competition
less critical than Europe. The Soviets have been
exploiting soft spots in the Third World more aggressively and
almost certainly feel freer to assert
themselves in a range of lesser contingencies. This ts a
fundamental change from the relative caution they
exhibited until around 1970 (with the important exception of moving missiles to Cuba In 1962). Greater
Soviet assertiveness ln the Third World was almost
certainly encouraged by the paralyzing effect of the
Vietnam war on our ability to counter these Soviet
moves, but Soviet confidence in acting was probably
increased by their knowledge of their greater strategic
vower.·

70. It is difficult to Judge the adequacy of the
strategic balance when one poses the issue in terms of
the likely behavior of the Soviets, our allies, or-for
that matter-ourselves, in periods of increased tension.
We will only know when a test occurs. And there is a
heightened vossibility that the Soviets may in the
future challenge some US interventions in crises, particularly those involving actions against a friendly or
client state. They might do so not because of a greater
propensity to take risks (although they may now feel
but mainly because
more confident about risk
they now expect us to be more inclined to play it safe
for us to pay more
and avoid risks. It seems
serious attention than we have to Soviet counteractions
In parts of the
Soviets have interests and where

The United States assumed
world and structured Its major alliances
US superiority
strategic nuclear forces.
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which the l:nited States had to back down as the
would
a massive shift in the
Soviets did
<t~,..,n,rth relative to that of the Soviet
the
and
other
nations.

favorable
are
better with respect
endurance. and force reconstitution.
74. The relative weaknesses are the results of past
missions, and
asymmetries in US and Soviet
the
invt"stments. As US programs come to
will improve somesituation in these different
what over the next decade or more, and there will be
some movement in a direction favorable to the United
in policy and planning are as
States. The
important as the increased investments. As our mili·
think and
for wars as
tary
conventional and nuclear operations, we
more effective tactics and
concepts that will permit us to pursue counterforce
operations from the conventional ohase through the
extended nuclear
of a
war.

How Much Do US Progroms Help?

73. If deterrence fails to one
or
the
aa•eQtJac~y of the balance divides into the
the
that

position would
improve
with the ~Jeneration

75. Renewed US efforts over the past several years
will slow the erosion in the relative US position.
However, we should not be overoptimistic and assume
the effects will be immediate. It will take a long time,
and a persistent effort, to redress the deficiencies in
our currently inferior nuclear posture. Nevertheless,
the Soviets show signs already of being concerned
about our turnaround and the possibility that their
may
the
gains of the past two
future.
This achieveeven more important to the
greater American seriousness about competing in the
strategic force arena than has been evident for many
years.
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that will take us
offset But
the US programs do make a difference to the Soviets,
and as a demonstration of greater US
IHr!<rnP« to compete, and the Soviets must fear that
we will follow with the introduction of new technol·
ogies that would render the entire Soviet strategic
posture much less effective. Three technieal uu'"'"'w·
that
them
ogies that promise to render obsolete much of their
air defense
continued ASW advances
that threaten their SSBNs; and the
that we
will make a
in ABM
that
could
reduce the effectiveness of their ballistic
missiles.
77. From the Soviet perspective, the best way to
avert these
Is to try to prevent the United
States from carrying through with these programs,
that domestic opposition in the United
States and Western Europe to the MX, INF deployments, and investments in "nuclear war-fighting"
programs will slow or stor> the US momentum;
also try to help such opposition through active measures,
and the arms control orocess.

Arms Control Aspects

nuclear vu:>tuun,
rope, but also elsewhere.
..n,tnlluv of our nuclear
any and all
means has been and is a central Soviet strategic
aim. Arms control agreements on nuclear weapa
element in their strategy,
which they made great progress in the 1970s. A
nrinnino! Soviet aim has been to drive a
between the United States and its alJies and shift
Europe toward neutralism, This
is their
aim
in the START and INF
negotiations.
- There are some areas in which the Soviets do
perceive mutual interest
out of the
incidents at sea, and nonproliferation).'

80. The Soviets have pursued a dual-track approach
to arms control. They seek agreements which will halt
or slow US strategic force deployments, while continuing an across-the-board buildut> and modernization of
forces not limited by agreements, In negotiations they
try to tailor any agreement to conform to their
narrowly defined goals:

78. The alms of arms control should not be separate
from those of our overall security strategy: to diminish
the likelihood of nuclear war, limit the spread of
nuclear weapons, make arsenals less
and de·
structlve, channel forces into stabilizing paths, and
to support of our international

- They have no interest in the
of the
agreement, In the 1970s, while learning to Dlay
back to us American-style rhetoric about the
destabilizing character of the "nuclear arms
race" and the
of war through inadver·
on nuclear systems and
tence, their
have
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weapon systems of their own
and US
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wiil cooperate in, or insist on,
out
an agreement weapons categories that
espevalue
in SALT, they
to exclude Soviet systems
Europe
while including US "Forward-Based
rar>ar>IA of hitting the
they also protect
reloads for strategic missiles
arguing that
nobody would have such things, hence there is no
need to cover reloads in an agre(!men!t).
- For those weaDQns systems that are included in
agreements, they
define parameters to be
refused
example, in SALT I
to agree on a definition of heavy ICBMs that
would have prohibited deployment of new SS-19
missiles much larger than those SS-lls they were
to reo lace.)
81. Similarly, when an agreement bas been reached
the Soviets interpret its provisions in ways that offer
maximum latitude for them to achieve an advantage:
pay close attention to
and tend to
prefer exoloitable ambiguity in langua11e
example, their exploitation of ambiguity in the
language in SALT II limiting encryption of
telemetry, and the criteria for determining new
type of ICBMs).
~

They exploit limitations in monitoring (for exam·
p)e, the use of mycotoxlns in Southeast Asia and
Afghanistan; the release of biological agents in
Sverdlovsk; the presence of SS-16s at Plesetsk;
concurrent testing of ABM and air defense at
Saryshagan).

In any case, we need to
to limit the resources

this century seem desirable,
efficient competitors

lie in
as submarine opera·
our forces remain superior
a much larger, more
and more hal·
anced economy; more advanced technical
in
many areas; a culture which encourages innovation,
and adaptability; a resilient political system; and a set of alliances based on voluntary associa·
tion, which possesses many actual and potential
strengths. The Soviet strengths are the existence of a
capital stock of weapons in many important
categories; an ability to sustain
and programs
over decades relatively unencumbered
pertinent
an
political opposition; a growing technology
arms control approach designed to restrain the competitive will of Its
and an ability to act
swiftly if necessary.
84. If we Dursued a more competitive strategy that
builds on these observations, we would be adopting a
geopolitical and military strategy which sees competi·
tion with the Soviets as a continuum and does not
conceptually isolate theaters of conflict or modes of
conflict. Such a strategy might include the following
elements. We could:
Have evolving strategic offensive and defensive
DOStures that are so diversified and complex as to
DOse difficult oroblems of attack to the Soviets,
postures strengthened by more emphasis on sur·
vival, wartime endurance, and robust 01.
- Impose new costs on the Soviets by exoloiting our
advantage in high technology to introduce qualitatively superior new US weaDOn systems in
selected areas, which could render oosoi•ete
Soviet investments and cause them to react in
to them but not to ns

What are

Competing More Effectively

strategic modernization-a
learned from SALT.

The strategic programs the
States is now
a more competitive character than has
Since the lUlU" it :'fUou:>. \uU'll<,tuL<CU !1e1vel!)f}-
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- Explicitly recognize and prepare for a pos:stt>le
~'Onfrontation with the Soviet Union in the 1980s
that could come out badly,
pres:sures for a
large expansion in the
defense budget.
85. Stratel:ic Pollure. On the
we are essentially on the ript track. Rebuilding our strategic forces
and greatly strengthening our wartime c•r systems are
essentials for dealing with the Soviets in the years
ahead. The changes the Soviets have brought about in
the balance, however, make it evident that it will be a
difficult task, even if the necessary domestic suoport is
sustained,

86. We could do more to imvress the Soviets with
the consequences of our modernization. Their "correlation of forces" apvroach to asses:slng the balance
incorporates a wide range of military, technological,
economic, and political factors. We could build on our
orograms-which have created some uncertainty in
their minds about how well they will be doing ln the
rnrnr·-·nv doing additional things to convey to the
Soviet leadershiv a renewed sense of American
strength and confidence. For exarnvle, we could do
much in our military exercises to convey our intention
to vrosecute any war, including a large conflict in
which nuclear weapons are used, sou to convince the
Soviets that they would end uv in an Inferior position.
We could show in a variety of ways that we judge that
we have enduring OI systems and robust delivery
systems. We could show how ln a major conflict we
intend to improve the situation on the ground in
Eurove or
a US aim to which the Soviets
would be particularly sensitive. We might demonstrate
qualitatively new capabillt!es, such u the launch of a
submarine
communications satellite from a
in simulation
a
attack
of C 3I

want to introduce
options that would cotnplicaite
ptaJulmg orc!ble<ms. We will
a variety of

ovtions for cruise missiles. On the basis of
our new
on strategic
we might find
it desirable to shift our investment more toward
and passive defenses.
ballistic missile and air

,.,....-v•..,w:s

88. Hizlt-Technolozu and Cod-lmvoslnll Tac·
tic1. A maJor area of continuing comvetition should be
in new technologies. The advent of truly significant
tec.hn<>lo,nes may mate the 1980s and 1990s more like
the 1950s in this resvect than the technologically more
stable 1980s and 1970s. These may offer the orosvect
of rendering obsoJete parts of the large cavital stock of
weapons in the Soviet arsenal Missile accuracies can
be improved by both sides to the ooint where errors
are essentially zero. The Soviets devend much more
than we do on vulnerable silo-based ICBMs and thus
they have more to lose from the development of
highly accurate missiles. Partly as a result of improved
accuracy, it is likely that a progressively larger proportion of the strategic forces of both sides will become
mobile for survivability, We need to strive to maintain
the survivability of our sea-based ballistic missile force
and the vuJnerabtllty of the Soviet one. The Department of Defense is proposing to exvlore vigorously a
variety of potential ABM technologies. Stealth technologies continue to offer a very promising vrosvect.
Space will become a more intense region of military
use and comvetition; in space, we need to pay more
attention to having usable wartime capabilities that
account for the vossibility of Soviet attack on our space
assets.
89. We could also vrofit from playing on Soviet
fears about our technical prowess. The President's
of 23 March 1983 vroposlng defenses against
had such an effect.
baJlistic missiles hu
While we do not want to reveal
that should remain secret, we
areas in which we want
Soviets to be imnr••J~.llf!ti
caJ)abtuttes, or make them think we are more

90. Armt Control. The United States has
been
to wind down important asvects of the nuclear
we did so
after
comvetitlon, In

rt.AI·Iv..,nt
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continued
their strategic force modernization programs
of our unilateral restraint
show no sign of easing
on
strategic invest·
persist in proposing to limit and
ments, But we
in
contain this competition, At some point, a
Soviet perception,
Influenced by internal economic
may produce a greater
to
scale back,
the
of this haJ)pe'ntrtg
is very dependent on our willingness to compete
villor<•usl!v with them in the interim. In any case, there
Is little reason to believe that any likely future Soviet
!eallet~slUP will want to
risk involvement in a
wiiJ almost
see
nuclear war.
this class of weapons as relevant mainly in influencing
power relations around the world, They will also
persist,
in taking out insurance for the
possibility that a nuclear war might happen. •

The
States and its allies have
but
defense based on the threat of
the
in Soviet strength bas eroded the basis for
a strategy, No
alternative has emer!Zea:
the
have not been willing to spend the
money for a strona nonnuclear
nor does there
exist a cohesive
community able to create a
European nuclear deterrent force.
the
pressures grow on the United States to do more to cope
with challenges outside of
there is no adequate substitute for the United States dealing with
many of these Third World challenges.

91. One important implication of the record of
arms control experiences with the USSR is that in the
long run, much more limited agreements, more readi·
!y verified, may be more feasible than the comprehen·
sive kind that we have been seeking (for example,
more like
atmospheric nuclear test ban rather than
SALT or START). In this case, arms control could
partially constrain the Soviet Union, but there would
be no illusion that an agreement Is a oanacea for the
strategic
illusion that attended
SALT I and SALT II.

94. There are several
for the future
in the
defense of Europe,
a
ness of the Europeans to invest in their own security, a
greater "European" defense role for the British and
aod a conscious exploitation of
French nuclear
instabilities !n Eastern Europe. It Is conceivable that at
some point we may be forced by oressures elsewhere
to leave much of Europe's defense to the Europeans.
At that stage, it might be necessary to consider
transferring much more--or all-of the responsibility
for nuclear defense to the Europeans. This could entail
a large-scale transfer of strategic technology to the
Europeans. Even so, left to themselves the Europeans
would probably be militarily dominated by the Soviets; but their prospects probably would not be as
desperate if there were continuing technical and other
types of help from the United States. --~--··

the basis for some exist92. Technology Is
Soviet nonnuclear, as
ing agreements. For
well as nuclear,
ballistic missiles of short
medium range are emerging as a
threat to
the
upgrade of our Patriot air
defense missile system to enable it to interceot Soviet
will have to be
short- and
Defense. The Soviets
the

95. Events might also at some stage make it feasible
and desirable for us to provide great help to China in
improving its military posture, including possibly its
nuclear forces. The uncertainties in China's political
~•.. •uu••r and its
policy orientation are such that
substantial risks would be involved in
such
have to be in a very
assistance. We
ditticuJt situation vis-a-vis the Soviet Union for this to
ac,::er;ttai:7Je course of action.

us
created
of Soviet nuclear
power concerns the strategy for the defense of 1A""'u"'"'
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system. The
would also be
concerned at assuring the preservation of their control
over Eastern
97. In COI1Si<ier:ing
wear;JOns, and
use, we need to
pay much more attention than we have to those cases
in which there is a gradual escalation of warfare up to
a
nuclear
and
which there
a
major theater conflict
98. Escalation to a highly destructive lntercontinen·
tal level is by no means inevitable once theater nuclear
strikes occur, but in fact we have little confidence in
predicting what would happen. In such a conflict the
Soviets would of course prefer to avoid attacks on their
homeland, which would he highly destructive and
which could shake their r;JOlitical control of their
people. Faced with a prospect of US escalation to the
intercontinental
there is a chance that the
Soviets would back down. They have a strong preference, however, for preemption and decisive strokes. If
they thought they could accomplish their theater
objectives-the original purr;JOse of their aggressionwhile limiting damage from a retaliation against their
homeland, they might undertake a preemptive strike
against the United States. The chances that they would
try to preempt would he increased by a combination
of a fear of loss of their empire and of political control
at home, if they backed down, coupled with a perception that the United States might not have the resolve
or capacity to launch a large retaliatory strike.

99. The Soviets would stand a
of
su<:ceed:!ng in
events in Europe and much
of Asia after a war of this
The United
in the
States wouJd be at a
in exerting influence on the Eastern

was occurring
the US commitment, and their
countermoves would he seen as
threatening
many in this country and in Europe. An
essential comr;JOnent of a more competitive strategy
would he continuing
exposure of Soviet actions
show their commitment to superiority in
which
!.)Ower as their
asset in the competi·
tion with the United
their use of arms control in
their pursuit of competitive
and the growing evidence of
with arms control
provisions as an indicator of their disdain for our
concept of the purr;JOse of arms control.
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ANNEX
SOME KEY TRENDS AND ASYMMETRIES
Deployed Weapons, October 1983•
US
USSR

Strategic Offensive Forces
L Deliverv Vehiclett Since 1970 the number of
US
has gradua.l)y
by
20 percent. The Soviets leveled off
in
mid~
1970s, and have not reduced their numbers, thereby
gaining a lead of about 600 delivery
now
have almost 2,500 vehicles
including Backfire
bombers). The Soviet advantage in delivery vehicles
could grow to over 1,000 by the early 1990s, primarily
because of mobile ICBM deployments, unless there Is a
START agreement, continuing Soviet restraint to
SALT II-sized forces, or a US strategic program
greater than now proDOsed by the administration.
2. Ballistic Missile Throw Weight: The Soviets
have emphasized large land~based ballistic missiles,
while we have olaced greater emphasis on bombers
and SLBMs. These differences have resulted in the
Soviets' increasing their lead in ballistic missile. throw
weight since 1968; the gap is now over 3:1. ~~~~

ICBM
SLBM
Bomber

2,100
4,100
2,700

Total

8,900

6,100
1,300
400

• Does not include weapons for SSBNs in overhaul, or ICBM silos
under modification.

Depending on their level of effort over the next
decade, with a decision to expand beyond any arms
control constraints, the USSR could have between
14,500 and 23,000 by 1992. If MX and ALCM pr~
grams are not reduced, the US count would be about
15,000 by 1992, in the absence of arms control
constraints,
4. Hard--Target Kill: Before the Soviet deployment
of their current generation of ICBMs, neither side had
enough ballistic missile warheads with yield and accu·
racy combinations sufficient to threaten the op~
sil~based missile force. The Soviets now have
such ICBM weaDQos,
to
75 to 80
percent of the
US ICBM silos and launch control
wUI
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the
1990s, when Trident D-5 will he
in
quantity. By the
we expect the Soviets to
have
numbers of mobile ICBMs
and MIRVed SLBMs which we cannot target. Howev·
er, the combination of 100 :.fX and several thousand
ALCM.s would
the overall
to severely damage most of the silo-based Soviet ICBM force.

Active Defenses
ABM: The United States began deployment of an
ABM system to defend ICBMs in the
1970s, and
then, deciding that this system was not effective given
treaty
dismantled it. A broad based R&D
effort continues on US advanced ABM concepts, but it
would take at least seven to 10 years for initial
deployment of any new US ABM system.
6. In a large-scale US ballistic missile attack, the
ABM system at Moscow, even when its upgrade is
completed, would QUickly be defeated. The current
upgrade of the Moscow ABM defenses could provide
the Soviets with a foundation for further expanding
their system. The Soviets are developing a rapidly
deployable ABM system for which individual above·
ground ABM sites could be deployed In months rather
than years. If the ABM Treaty were abrogated, the
USSR would undertake rapidly paced ABM deployments to strengthen their defenses at Moscow, deploy
widespread defenses in the western USSR, and cover
key targets east of the Urals. With a Soviet decision
made now, widespread defenses could be in place by
the
1980s or
1990s.

;.JORAD has 20 new
gramed
1987
a
improving US bomber
the Soviets built a force
of
interceptors and 9,500 SAM
although much of this force would be ineffective against
low-altitude bombers. The Soviets will modernize
these defenses with over 1,000 new interceptors and
over 2,000 SA-lO launchers deployed
the late
systems with
technical capabilities against low-altitude penetrators.
9. ASW: US investment in forces for ASW in
has provided the added benefit of a significant
The
threat to Soviet strategic submarines in
US technical lead is narrowing, but the past two
decades of US investment and the superior operational
capabilities of US ASW forces continue to give us clear
ASW dominance against any Soviet submarines de~
ployed in the Pacific and Atlantic basins. The Soviets,
recognizing our ASW capabilities, have deployed the
Delta-class and the new Typhoon-class SSBNs with
long-range SLBMs, which permit them to patrol in
home waters or to launch their missiles from port.
They have also invested heavily in general purpose
ASW ships, aircraft, and submarines, and adopted a
bastion concept of operations to protect their SSBNs
from US ASW systems, including attack submarines.
10. The US SSBN force today Is considered ex·
tremely survivable at sea. No US protective forces of
conseQuence are required to provide protection for
our SSBNs. Once they dear their ports, US submarines
depend on stealth to avoid Soviet ASW sensors.

7. ATBM: The Soviet SA-X-12 mobile SAM in
ae,veuJprneJat has been tested against tactical ballistic
systems. It could also
some "'"l~aL""'"t:~~
against some US strategic reentry vehicles
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12. About 40 percent of the nonhardened Soviet
purpose and
facilities that are associated with
and that we now consider should be
are either
or
Much of the forces or equipment normally based at these facilities would be
to survive a
US
strike and be available for theater
ooerations and support of strategic operations if, as we
anticit>ate,
were to be moved to unknown
al locations during the
of mobilization
strategic nuclear warfare. The US power
projection forces based in the CONL'S present an
asymmetrlcaJiy easier targeting oroblem for the Soviets, because these US forces must funnel through a few
ports and airbases to reach Eurasian theaters of
conflict.
13. The Soviet civil defense program has been
under Ministry of Defense control since
about
150,000 personnel are engaged full time. The US civil
defense organization numbers less than 7,000. Soviet
civil defense olans, if implemented, theoreticaiJy
could prevent up to 100 miiJion civilian casualties. By
the late l980s we hope to have comprehensive evacuation plans for over 140 million people in high-risk
areas, but at the moment we have only preliminary
plans that identify potential evacuation areas for about
40 percent of the at-risk population. Provision has not
been made for fallout protection, emergency suvoort
equipment, and sustenance In evacuation areas

Command, Control, Communications and
Intelligence
14. Satellite Warning: UntlJ 1982 the United
States had a great
in satellite warning. Now
both
satellites and
can
satellites warning of ICBM
within a few minutes. The US system covers
ICBM and some SLBM launch areas. The Soviet
the
ICBM
rnvPritHl US SLBM

limited
comtmter capacity; the United
States may lead in this area. Both would be vulnerable
or direct attack. The US satellite
nnrlP<narl ...ri would also
some char·
only
data
minimal data. The trend will be to more
but both will still be limited
processing
both
to the 35 minutes or less time-of-flight of the missiles
to
to ride out
launch
tactical
warning.
16. lAunch on Tactical lVarnin.J (L01W): We
believe the Soviets are
of successfully launching their ICBMs on tactical warning before incoming
US ICBMs could detonate on Soviet
assuming
their warning and control systems are undegraded.
The
States is also technically capable of
LOTW.
17. .r\lr Surveillance: The Soviets' 1,200...site (6,300
total radars) surveillance network is still porous at low
altitudes. New US B~lB, ALCMs, ECM, and Stealth
bombers wiU tend to offset Soviet low-altitude detec·
tion improvements, which will include at least 12 new
Mainstay AWACS aircraft and over 600 new groundbased radars by 1987. Likewise new Soviet air· and
sea-launched cruise missiles would give the thin 77-site
NORAD radar network major problems in detecting
low-level attacks. The United States w!U add additional
AWACS aircraft to the eight now designated for
NORAD use; new OTH radars and DEW line groundbased radar improvements are also programed for the
late 1980s;
18. Communications: The US peacetime commu·
nicatioru are far superior, because of a century of US
investment in
by many times
channel capacity than the
but this
arl•v""''"'"'"' does not lead to any
in wartime.
US facilities are
numerous and well internetfacilities include

.+tttaclc Characteri:wtion:
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dements of the
would survive, and
in
Soviet strategic communications would orevent loss of
:my one
from
the overall system.
Likewise the Soviets may not be
sure of the
although they must be aware of some of
its
as the President himself
and the few entry ooints into the system. Both sides
untzrAntnta the
of their 0,
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on staging aircraft forward in order to conduct
in the
homeland, The
reconnaissance
Soviets may have an
but the United

19. Beconnaiuance: Poststrike reconnaissance is an
area of weakness for both sides. Space-based assets are
vulnerable to attacks on their ground terminals. Neither
systems that could
side is yet credited with
endure In nuclear war. Both sides wssess lon!~-ran,!e
bomber forces that could be utilized for wststrike
reconnaissance. Both sides would probably need to
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